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THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF NEW EXPERIMENTA L LABORATORY •is :~~~~*vA , L s~i, ~ vEc i~TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENTS FOE MEASURING LASER
ENERGY ATTENUATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE

INTRODUCTION
The use of electromagnetic energy by the Army for weapon guidance ,

surveillance, countermeasures, ranging, and remote sensing requires de-
tailed Informat ion concerning molecular gas absorption and aerosol scat-
tering and absorption of laser energy along the propagation path through

the atmosphere. Substantial progress has been made in obtaining molec-

ular gas absorption data by using folded—path White—type optical systems

the last 8 years and spectrophones the last 3 years. However, measure-

Rents of aerosol extinction and in particular the aerosol absorption por-
tion have lagged due to the difficulties of developing suitable laboratory

measurement systems as was done for molecular absorption. In addition,

molecular absorption research still needs further ref inements due to low-
er absorption coefficient data needed and. the large amounts of expensive
gases needed for large volume White cell testing. Measurement of aerosol

absorption and scattering in the open atmosphere are also~desirable but

have not been easily accomplished because of the long optical paths pre—
viously required arid the lack of control of the environment. Nevertheless,

the necessity of obtaining more data Is increasing along with the use of

laser devices. In some cases, aerosol absorption can assui~e dominant im-
portance due to the unwanted thermal blooming effect which can be encoun-
tered by high energy lasers In an aerosol or other absorbing environment.

Also, other real needs for more quantitative aerosol absorption coef-
ficient inf ormation come from the varied nature of battlef ield environ-
ments. These environments may contain dust, debris, smoke, soot, fogs ,
rain, and camouflage and countermeasure aerosols, any of which could in-
hibit the effectiveness of strategic devices. Therefore, while some pro-
gress has been made in measuring atmospheric gaseous and. particulate
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absorption, much remains to be done. Therefore, this report presents
some data and progress on White—cell usage in aerosol extinction tests

and more data and conclusions on using a pellet-spectrophone for deter—

mining absorption coefficients for several particulate materials.

TASK I

An open walled White—cell system was constructed and given initial

tests during the previous contract period. Half of the just ended contract

period was to have been spent on further testing and measurements. Part

of this proposed effort was not completed due to an important development

in Task II that took at least 3/4 of the total effort. However, what
was attempted and accomplished on Task I will be presented here.

Background

The main proposed approach to have been used in measuring laser pro-

pagat~on losses through aerosol environments in a WhIte—type optics cell

was to use layered sedimentation techniques for the larger sizes of par-

ticles. Layered settling starts with the particulate matter dispersed

and concentrated in a layer at the top of a sedimentation volume. The

layer thickness must be small compared to the distance below at which the

amount settled is measured. This type of dispersion results in a ininimun

disturbance of the White—cell optical conditions between the mirrors, min-

imum contamination of mirror surfaces, and by using Stokes’ settling law

results in a determination of particle size present in the beam at any
time after the initial layered dispersion. The layered sedimentation pro-

cedure has been used to help checkout the White—cell system itself and In-

itial results were presented in the Final Report for Contract No. DAADO7-

‘/ii—C—0091 dated March 6, 1975.
Figure 1 Is a reproduced sketch of the system configuration as con—

templated for use by NASA. The fram e is reasonably visible and is the

most important part of the picture since that is the portion that Is pre-

sently being used. In White cell usage, the mirrors replace the two mono—

chromators on the end carriages and the multi—path test section replaces 
the2
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NASA diffusion pump and aluminum cylinders shown.

General Photonics YAG 15-TWO Laser

Previous tests using the White cell has always used a lie—N e laser.

Sinco the U.S. Army primarily is interested in neodymIum la:,ers, a new
laser source had been procurred. It Is a General Photonics YAC Mode2

15—TWO neodymium laser and it was incorporated as a laser source in the

White cell system. It is CW and has a TEMQ0 mode output of about 1.5 watts

at 1.06 micrometers and as much as 5—6 watts multimode. It was first op-

erated a-c while a d—c power supply was being designed and built. To

propagate the laser output through the White cell involved design and con-

struction of a support structure large enough to hold the YAG laser, He-Ne

allgnrient laser, and associated optics. Alignment Is accomplished by re-

flecting the He—Ne beam back onto Itself from the cavity mirrors and neo—

dymium rod, This type of alIgnment procedure normally results in a close
coincidence of the transmitted portion of the He-Ne beam and the lAG out-

put when lasing. A close coincidence is required to give visual aid when

propagating the YAG beam back and forth through the White cell.

The cooling system for the YAG laser is somewhat com plex and consists

of a filter, pump, and an automobile transmission cooler radiator sub-
mersed in the laboratory sink for cooling. Some difficulty was exper-

ienced In keeping the coolant flow temperature down when the YAG laser was

on. The circulating fluid used was deionized water for corrosive pro-

tection. The lAG laser had to be turned off when the coolant temperature

exceeded 85 degrees Fahrenheit after about 10 minutes of operation.
Operation of the Nd*YAG laser from a—c results in an output ripple.

Theref ore, a d-c power supply was designed and constructed. Delivery times

on the large capacitors exceeded three months and so substantI al delays
occurred. The completed d—c power supply is capable of supplying over 20

amps at 120 volts. The General Photon ics lAG 15—TWO laser starts to lase

with the applied voltage as low as 95 volts and a current of loss than
15 amps . Even when using this supply, the beam stability is not as good as
desired on a long term basis. In fact, this instability proved to be quite

• troublesome and difficult to improve. Increasing the size of the cavity

k
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mode—control aperture helped to improve the stability, but output power

variatIons were still annoying. By checking with the manufacturer, it

was discovered that ~he partIcular lAG laser ordered and used has a. con-

figuration that lends itself more to higher multimode power outputs than

to stability. Since the present requirements concern output stability

more than anything else, It would have been more pertinent to order a

different model. Such an opportunity presented itself when the YAG laser

4 crystal was shattered during the first part of December when improper

coolant flow occurred. It was determined that General Photonics could

replace the broken rod with a rod curved on one end. By changing the

curvature of the output coupling mirror, more stable output levels can be

obtained. Such replacements were accomplished and the lAG laser is once

again ready for operation at the end of this contract period. Again it

should be stressed, much more effort was placed in the new developments

in Task II and therefore substantial delays occurred in Task I.

TAG laser White Cell Tests

More than 50 Nd:YAG laser path lengths were somewhat readily set up
through the White cell system with good cell stability as had. been ob-

served for He—Ne laser transmission earlier. The first initial attenua-

tion tests through a layered sedimentation glass bead medi ~m encountered
difficulties involving th~ laser output stability problem mentioned a—
bove. Good measurement results were difficult to obtain without further

improvement in the laser output stability. Therefore, continued effort

was spent on stabilization. Extra careful alignment, trial and error use

of mode—control apertures, and other attempts at stabilization resulted
in only partial success. At this point in time, the remaining YAG laser
output instabilities were more nagging than serious as problems. At this

point, further glass bead testing was undertaken.

A minicomputer was used for data taking as had been done for He—Ne

laser tests during the previous contract period. Layered sedimentation

was still used as the dispersion and sizing method. Two ADC’s should have

been used, one for an input signal reference and one for the output. The

use of two ABC’s would effectively negate the persistent source instability
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problems that had been and were being encountered. Unfortunately, substan-

tial difficulties were discovered in programming the two ABC method and so
only the output ABC was used with the corresponding assumption that the

Input level didn ’t change much during the test period. Of course, laser

output stability remained ~r. Important problem under these conditions.

The main purpose of the output ALIC was to record the changes in the

output in a digital format suitable for use In a larger computer system.

The test data was obtained on paper tape from the H—P 2115 computer and then

taken to the disc-operated H—P 2116.

During the tests, the largest particles reach the beam first and cause

a fairly rapid output change due to the speed with which the concentration

and particle sizes increase. The latter parts of the run have slower out—
put variations because snaller particles are involved and their sedimen—

ting rates are much slower. By using a particulate sample such as a nor-

mal distribution of known size glass beads, the attenuation (scattering)
coefficient K can be determined~

FIgure 2 Is a computer printout of the ABC pretest calibration data

and test measurements versus tine for a 20—30 micron glass beads sample.
FIgure 3 is a photograph of a computer display of test signal normalized
intensity versus time while Figure L~ contains the main desired test re—
suits. The source used was, of course, the General Photonics Nd :YAG

15—TWO laser emitting at 1.06 micrometers. Note that the plotted h

values are closer to one than two. Two would be expected for large non-

absorbing particles compared to source wavelength. Repoatting these

tests again gave results closer or even near a value of one. It would seem

that the White cell optics could be refocussing some of the near diffrac-

ted energy. Future tests like these using the more stable lAG laser con-

figuration and varying apertures at the output detector position should un-

ravel this problem. If no further layered sedimentation tests are run,

restrictive detector apertures will be used in order to avoid these pos-

sible difficulties.

White Cell Uniforn—Thspersion Tests

While layered sedimentation is and has been useful for system test

6
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purposes , it appears that maximum usefulness can be best achieved by going

j  to a uniformly-dispersed smaller-particle test medium . This has required
a modification of the center section of the White cell and the acquisition
of a state—of—the—art particle sizer and counter. A major portion of the
Task I effort has been made in the uniform test area.

Modification of’ the White cell center section has been relatively easy
to accomplish since only a masked volume is required. The layered sedimen—

tation apparatus with the top dispersal area was removed first. Next, a

rectangular box was placed in the center. Apertures were cut to let the
laser beams through as had been done for layered sedimentation . However ,
a masking system was added which can be used to shut off the test volume
from outside turbulence while particle dispersion is being accomplished.
When ready , the masks are dropped away from the apertures allowing an at-
tenuation measurement to be made as fast as possible, after which the

masks are reset in place. During this time a particle sizer and counter
must be operating to characterize the test medium wherein the laser at-

tenuation measurement has been made.

For particle counting and sizing, a Knollenberg Model ASASP—300 in—
strument was ordered from Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. in Boulder,
Colorad o at a cost of $7,500 from E.E. Dept . f unds. The unit was received
during the latter half of the contract period. It has a minimum detec-

table size of’ 0.1 micron and a size resolution of 0.1 micron through four
size ranges up to a maximum size of about 5 microns. The instrument came
in with an output both as an analog signal and a BC]) digital format sui-
table for direct input to an in—lab H-P 5406B data processor. Much of’ the

graduate student’s time was spent in interfacing the sizer to the mini-

computer. However, this will result in an automated sizing system superior

to the complete commercial $13,000 unit, of which we could only afford the

$7,000 head. His cost has been minimal with respect to hardware, but
time—wise, he has had to put substantial effort into layout and construc-

tion of circuit cards, etc. The magnitude of this interfacing work is large
enough that it was not completed by 2L1. March 1976 and therefore has delayed
initiation of the testing phase. However, once completed, the data processing

11 
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system should be an important tent facet since tests of this type are

only as good as the abi l i ty  to measure and recon~ what is being tested.
In the future , Whi te cell tests wi l l  he completed and reported as soon

as they can f i t  in the research schedule ciet’vnding on possible future

funding and other different commtttments.

Another work task related to uniform-dispersion tests was the future
emphasis expected to be given to countermeasure smoke attenuation problems.

In order to in it i a te  such te~.ts , the fume hood was moved into the base-
ment laboratory and a decision was mad e to reroute the roof exhaust out-

let to the fume hood and ~hi te cell test area. This has been largely ac-
complished on a f tr ~;t. try basis for feas ibil i ty  tests. A more sophist i-
cated system wi l l  probably have to be used f or po~.~~ble toxic smoke te~;t Ing.

Conclusions and He comn enda t ions
All of the pronosed tests were not comp lett d for several Imp ortant

reasons. First of all , ex t ensive particle siz in g ,  p ar t ic le  counting,  and

data processing interfac%n~ work  has had to be done for connection to a
minicomputer system . This has delayed in i t ia l  te st ing but w il l  prove tu ’~’ —

essary for future exper lr ’ent al usage . Secondly, an important deve lopment
in Task it made it necessary to app ly extra at tention to other experiments
because of immed i ate ap~l1ca~- %1% ty  and importance. Therefore , only n~~
is ti possible to run quan t it a t ive  uniform—disper sion tests as had been
proposed for this  contract per iod. W i t h  or without future funding for
Task I, some of these tests will be completed in the near future.

TASK II

White cells are useful in molecular gas absorption work but are very

expensive to install and require large amounts of gases to be tested be-

cause of the large volumes involved . Spoctrophones, with much smaller vol-

umes, are currently being tested for neasuring small amounts of laser ra-
diation absorption both in gaseous and aerosol environments. Due to the

importance of measuring atmospheric particulate absorption coefficients and

since a modified spectrophone seems to be a useful tool for such measurements,

12



- all of the Task II effort has been directed towards particulate absorption

work.

Most of the following report material, is a direct reproduction of three
papers, all of which were developcd during this contract period and two
of which have already bcen ;r~~ented and appeared in print. Some material

has been added inbetween tb~ three papers for continuity and presentation

• of results not yet formally published.

• 13
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Spect rophon e Measuremen ts of the Absorpt ion of Laser
Energy by Atmosp heric Dust

- Stuart A. Schleusener

Electrical Engineering Department , New Mexico State Universi ty,  Las Cruces, New
Mexico 88003

James D. Lindberg and Kenneth 0. White

Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory , US Arm)’ Electronics Command , White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico 88002

• SU?~4ARY

The absorption of elect romagnetic radiat ion , in parricuL’r l aser energy , by
the particulate ma t t er  in the atmosp he re is an impor t ant  variable in the’ stud y
of atmosphe ric propagat ion ef fec ts .  Therefore , the inves t igat ion  of the complex
refract ive  index of atmospheric par t icula te  m a t t er  is a research area which is
becoming increasingly more ~2tive (Ref 1—5). One of the major prob (ems in
experimental programs is to separate scatter ing an(l absorption effects. A
spectrep hone o f fer s  pos~.lbx1ities in this area since it responds only  to absorbed
energy (Ref 6— 10). A new m~tbod to measure particulate absorption , using specLro~
phones , is proposed. The technique has been app l ied to atmo spheric  particulate
samples in the CO2 laser 10. 6— pm spectral region.

Several spectrophone geometries are possible with the n~w method , but cot -hr ~~n
• to them all is the handling of the particulate natt:cr. The sample is depositeJ

on the surface of an optical f la t  which may be i nt e r i o r  t o  the spc’ctrophone or
- - serve as the front or rear wincl o~y o f the sp~:etrophoae chamber. The energy ~b-

sorbed by the par t iculate  wa t t er  is trans ferred to the gas in the spectro phone ,
resulting in a si gnal from the pressure transducer.  These signals can then he
related to the amount of ene rgy absorbed by the samp le.

The operation of a spectrophone system requires a chopped , reasonably strong
radiant  source (tenths ’ of .1 wat t  or more depending on the absorpt ion strength of
the sample). In order to test the new technique , an absorpt ion re~’,ion w:’s dc:;1rc 4
which had wavelength—dependent absorption . Previ ous work (Ref 11—12) indicat:cd
that atr .tnspheric dust has waveleng th--depe nde nt absorption behavior in the CO2laser wavelength region. A tun able CO2 laser was chosen with a var iable  speed
chopper in the beam path. In addition to the above cquipment , the experimental
setup included a s ingle  chamber spectrophone , a power meter , a capacitance
manometer system with a 0—1 torr senaing head , and associated electronics.

In the work reported h erein , samples of atmosp heric dust  were d i st r ibu t e d
on the surface  of a z inc  ~elenide f la t .  The particulat:e matter covered (getnr&’t—
rically) about 1% of the total  surface  area o the window tha t  was exposed to
the laser beam . The indivi dua l  part icle  SA.Z CS were mostl y below 5 pm in d iamete r
with a few between S and 15 pm. The particle d iame t er s  ~-/ere dci ermined by u:; -ing
an optical microscope to scan the surface . The zinc selenl.de fiat w:Lth dust was
used as the front window of the spectrop hone chamber; the rear window was also
zinc selenide.

The tunable CO7 Jaser  r a d i a t i o n  wus chopped at r a tes  between 0.1 and 1 ( I :~,
thereby alternately floating the particulat:es and then allowing th, in to cool. As
the particle s are Irradiated , part of the absorbed energy is transferred directl y

Hi
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to the chamber gas and pait  to the window. The window part must be considered
for atmospheric dust , since these particles tend not to be spherica l in shape
and may have substantial thermal contac t with the window. Thus, some of the ab—
sorbed energy may be transferred through the window and out of the spectrophone
chamber. Another problem involves the energy scattered from the particles which
may be absorbed by the chamber walls and hence lead to a pressure increase.
However, only a small portion of the scattered energy hitting the chamber vail
will be absorbed , with most of it. being reflected out of the system.

In this work three Sets of measurements were made. First, the absorption
due to the zinc selenide window was measured ; second, with the particulate
matter on the window, maasurernents were obtained with the sample on the inside
of the spectrophone chamber; and third , the window was reversed and the measure—
aent made with the sample on the outside. The signals obtained from the capaci-
tance manometer wi th  only the absorption from the zinc selenide window present
were about 50 millivolts, and were independent of wavelength. With the particulate
sample present, the addition signal ranged up to 150 millivolts. The laser power
for these tests was about 0.4 watts.

A combination of the above measurements , to account for all the energy
absorbed by the particles, results in the data plotted in Fig. 1. These data
are, in principle, proportional to the energy absorbed by the dust sample. In
order to qualitatively verify the wavelength dependence shown in Fig. 1, a con—
ventional KCr pellet extinction spectrum of the same sample was made. This spec-
trum , containing both absorption and scattering losses, is included as the solid
line in Fig. 1. It has been normalized to the spectrophone data at a wavelength
of 9.6 um . By reversing the sample from inside the spectrophone to outside, the
energy transferred through the window and lost to the chamber signal can be
partially accounted for. Analysis of the data in regions of low absorption in-
dicates that the effect of scattering in the spectrophone is snail and does not~
exceed lOZ of the total signal.

The spectrophone system used in the above test has been calibrated with bo th
nichrome wire and P(20), 10.59—pm , CO2 line absorption measurements. The two
measurements agreed fairly well. However, both of these calibration procedures
are based on absorption along the spectrophone chamber axis and not just at a
window surface. More tests arc needed to determine if there are any differences.
Spectrophone measurements similar to those described above were made for mater ials
such as powdered quartz and amorphous carbon , whose absorpt ion coeff icients are
reasonably well known (Ref 13—14), so that an empirical calibration could be
made .

In addition to the calibration problem, additional work is required to
optimize this new technique. The spectrophone system with which the data in Fig.
1 was obtained was designed for gaseous absorption work. Other geometries are
tinder study, including depositing the aerosol particle on a transmitting substrate
completely contained within a spectrophone chamber and the use of a differential
(two chamber) spectrophone system. it is anticipated that further development of
this new method of measuring atmospheric p.irticulate absorption viii produce much
needed data.

15
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DItf renIl& apectrophone measurements of the The capacitance manometer head in Fig. I senses pm-

sure differences between the two chamber s by using the
•b•ovpfton at laser energy by atmospheric dUst 

changing capacitance of a thin stressed metallic membrane
Stuart A. Schleusener. James D. Lk~dberg. and Kenneth as part of an electrode system. The total range of the head

a o. w~te is 0—I Torr. The associated electronics has multiple ranges
with the mos t sensitive being 0.001 Torr full scale. Figure5, A. Schleusener is with the Department of Electrical 2 is a photom icrograph of an atmospheric dust samp le as itEngineering. New Mexico State University . Las Cruces , appeared when on a substrate flat. The dust was brushedNew Mex ico 88003; the other authors are with the Atmo - onto the surface from a sample collected by forcing airspheric Sciences Laboratory, U.S. Army Electronics t hrough a membrane filter. Note the small amount of sur-

Command, White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico face coverage , even though the signal resulting from the ab-
$1002 sorption was nearly 100 mV. Signals obtained with no par-
R c ~ived 13 June 1975. ticu lates on the substrate fiat in the second chamber are
Tb. absorption of electromagnetic radiation , in particu- less than 5 mV. Therefore , even more dilute samples can

tar laser energy, by the particulate matter in the atmo . be used in those cases where coll ection is a problem.
sphere is an important variable in the study of atmospheric
prop agati on. Therefore , the investigation of the complex - - -

refractive index of atmospheric particulate matter has be- 
- ‘  

o

come an act ive research area.1-5 One of the major prob-
lems In ~~perimental programs is to separate scattering 5 • I
and ~bsovption effects. Spectrophones show promise in ‘. -

-1
this area sifl ce they respond to absorbed energy .6 ’ °  A new ~~ �

method of measuring atmospheric particulate absorption - 
-

using a differential spectrophone system has been tested, _34 
~~

.. 
~~ is

’ ,~rand jnjtjgl results have been obtained in the 9-urn and -

~O.iim wavelength regio ns.tt The differential spectro - ~
,‘

phon. reduces window signals and is used to obtain in- *. 
• p -

creased Ienaiti~ ty. A tunable CO2 laser was used as the 
- 
: - -

, 

~~~~

~sjrce shown in the diagram of the test system configura- -.

tlon lnFig. 1. a 
- 

-.I.
Th. tunable CO2 laser source is chopped at about 0.5 Hz. . -

Tb. beam passes through both chambers to a power meter. • 
- 

- - - ‘a
~~ - 47 • • - -

Roth chambers contain nonabsorbing N2 (at 660 Torr pres- g ‘:~~~~~,.. a’- •
cur ) and 2.5-cm diam NaCl flats. The flat in the first
chamber balances the absorption of the particulate sub- Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of atmospheric dust on NaCI flat used
strata flat in the second chamber. Absorption by the win- in second chamber of the differential spectrophone.
dows. flats, and particulate sample result s in energy trans-
fers to the N2 gas. This raises the temperature and pres- -

sure *f the gas, resulting in pressure changes measurable ?O -

with the capacitance manometer differential sensing head.
The window and flat absorption effects approximately can- -

eel, leaving ;he particulate absorption signal by itself as the -

only observed result. The leak valve is set (nearly closed) 100

so ~t isotates both chambers from each other at the chop- ....
ping rate and yet maintains steady-state pressure equi libri. 

•urn. ,.
..
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Pig. 3. Spectrophone experimental results. The crosses (+1 are
l’lj, I, $kick diagram of dif ferentia l .pectrophon. system. At- the signals obtained at specific CG~ laser wavelength s fur the sam-

rnosph.ric dust i. ~~ the indicstad substrate surface. pi. shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3 shows the results of multiw ave length CO2 laser sorbed for the differential system in Fig. 1. This number
absorption tests on the atmospheric dust sample in Fig. 2. can be used to obtain the absorption coefficient of a sub-
The extinction curve (scattering plus absorption) in Fig. 4 str ate particulate samp le if particle size and number densi-
was obtained using part of the same parent dust samp le ty (or total mass ) are known.
with the potassium bromide pellet technique and an ir Measuring absorption characteristics of part iculate sam-
pectrophotom.ter (Perki n-Elmer model 521). This curve pIes on optical substrates in a differential spectrophone has

as similar in shape to that obtained by others ’2” 3 using dii-. several important advantages. Two of these are (1) ex-
forent dust samples. The qualitative agreement between tremely high sensitivity useful for dilute samples and low
Figs. 3 and 4 is evident. The need for a calibration process absorption coefficients and (2) the ability to separate ab-
for the spectrophone -generated results is obvious , since sorpt ion losses from scat tering losses. One disadvantage
comparison with different measurement procedures is ma -  concerns the heat transfer path between the particles and
possible w ithout it. substrate. Substrate and window absorption equilibrium

Calibratio n of the differential spectrophone system is response times are as much as 20—30 sec in the system in
possible using the known absorption of the CO2 laser P(20) Fig. 1. Therefore , any absorbed energy that flows from the
line-at 10.591 ~m in CO2 gas. Such a test in a mixture of particles to the substrate will not show up as a contribution
N2 and CO2 in the second chamber and nonabsorbing N2 to the signal when chopping at about 0.5 Hz. However , if

- o.ty in the first chamber results in a signal voltage level the substrate heats up more than the particles due to its
propàrtional with the amount of CO2 gas used. The known own absorption, any energy flow between the substrate and
absorption coefficient is then used to calculate the ab- the particles will be from the substrate. Under these con -
sorbed power (whi ch is normally less than can be directly ditions the particulate energy absorption should all show
measured using conventional methods). These calcula - up as a signal due to the much faster response times ,
tions result in a sensitivity of about 1.75 mV per pW ab- Another problem also surfaced when making initia l tests

of the system in Fig. 1. None of the NaCI components
- were wedges or ant iref lection coated, thus giving rise tooa varying wavelength transmission and reflection effects.

These showed up during the multiwaveleng th testing as ap-
proximately *10% abs ’ rption signal errors due to reillumi-

07 - 
- / \ nation of the particles. The data in Pig. 3 represent aver-
/ \ ages of repeated tests. The above errors can be avoided by

/ using antireflection-coated or wedge-shaped flats.
°‘ 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

It is felt that the advantages of the above described aero-
sol absorption measurement method far outweigh the en-
countered disadvantages. However, much work remains to

°~~ - \ develop and analyze the system more fully.
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Not shown in the November 1975 Applied Optics article reproduced above
are substrate results obtained on other material. Figure .5 Is a plot of 

- 
-

spectrophone signal versus wavelength for 3O-~$-O micron glass beads distri-

buted on the substrate surface. Note the variation in the measured points.
This Is a good example of’ the troublesome etalon effects mentioned in the
above papers. Figure 6 is a plot of spectrophone signal versus wavelength
for powdered quartz. Less point—to-point variation is apparent. The form

of this curve matches that obtained by other methods. 
-
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SPECTROPHON E MEASURE?’~ENTS OF THE ABSORPTION OF LASER

DIERGY BY ATMOSPHERIC DUST IN THE INFRARED

by
Stuart A. Schleusener and Ronald L. Johnson

New Mexico State University, Electrical Engineering
Department, Las Cruces, New Mexico 86003

and

James D. Llndberg and Kenneth 0. White

Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, U. S. Army Electronics Command ,
White Sands Missile Range, New Mextco 66002

ABSTRACT
A new method of quantitatIvely measuring the absorption of

atmospheric dust or other particulate matter is described. The

system uses a differential—spectrophorie KBr pellet technique arid

should ultimately prove useful from the ultravIolet to the far

infrared wavelength region. Preliminary measurement data cn at—

sospheric dust, quartz, and soot are presented at 1.06,9.6, and

10.6 micrometer wavelengths.
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INTR ODUCTION

The absorption of electromagnetic radiation by particulate
matter suspended in the earth’s atmosphere is a quantity of consid-

erable current interest. It must be 1~~own to calculate the effect

of such dust on the propagation of laser or other electromagnetic

energy. At the present time, very little quantitative data is

available throughout most wavelength regions. qualitative infor—

mation about the absorption of in.frared energy by atmospheric dust

can be obtained by the K~r pellet method , and this has been ex-
plotted by several workers!~’

2 Some quantitative measurements In
the visible and. infrared spectrum have been made using other

mcthcds~
4 and recently Fischer has extended his work into the

infrared? Therefore , while some progress has been made in

suring atmospheric particulate absorption , much remains to be done.

This is in contrast to the substantial progress that has been
made in obtaining molecular gas absorption data by using folded-

path White—ty-oe optical systems the last 10 years and spectrophones

the last LI years. It appears that spectrophone systems can also
prove valuable in obtaining particulate matter absorption data~ ’~
This is the technique t:.at is presented in this paper. It should

prove useful and provide quantitative imaginary refractive index
data. from the ultraviolet to the far infrared wavelength region .

Measurements of aerosol absorption and scattering in the open

atmosphere are desirable, but have not been easily accomplished
because of the long optical paths required and the lack of con-

trol and measurability of the environnent. Therefore , most pre—
sent day tests are being conducted in varying forms of simulated
environments in laboratories.

The fundamental problem in making laboratory measurements of
the refractive index of atmospheric dust is in designing a. technique

I
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whereby the scattered energy and absorbed energy can be separately
and quantitatively determined . ~pectrophones can be designed to
respond primarily to absorbed energy, thereby enabling separation
of scattered and absorbed energies. Our first system has a mea-
sured absorption to scattering sensitivity ratio of about 200, and
this is more than adequate for most studies.

Our previously reported work8’9 using spectrophones to mea-
sure atmospheric dust absorption lacked both quantitative and cal—
ibration capabilities. The q.~antitative aspect has been over-
come by using a measurable dilution mixing process involving high
accuracy analytical balances and KBr host pellet material. The
calibration problem is presently being minimized through infrared
extinction measurements, nichrome wire dissipation, and CO2 gas
absorption tests at the CO2 laser P(20) line at 10.6 micrometers.
The remaining question is what final accuracy can be reasonably
attained.

In view of the above, this paper Is intended to basically

do three things: demonstrate that a spectrophone system can be

selectively sensitive to the absorbed energy in a dust sample ra-

ther than scattered energy, show how such a particulate spectro—
phone may be calibrated, end finally, present some preliminary
measurement data on atmospheric dust at CO2 laser waveler.gths of
9.6 and 10e6 micrometers and at the Nd sYAG laser wavelength of
1.06 micrometers.

PARTiCULATE S1’ECTROPHONE

A recent comprehensive and theoretical treatment of gaseous
absorption spectrophones has been given by Rosengren1° while

$e*snett and For,na.n11 have completed stt4ies on heat transfer from
a. solid to a nonabsorbi ng gas. Rowe~or , differential spectr ophones

2
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are not mentioned in either article. Therefore , some of the basic
principles as related to differential ipectrophone operati on will
be presented . Both CO2 and Nd:TAG lasers have been used as sources
in the diagram of the test system configuration illustrated in

Fig. 1.

Unlike our previous tests, neither laser source has been chop-
ped in a repetitive manner. Instead , the source is allowed to
pass through both chambers to a power meter for a period of time.
Both chambers contain nonabsorbing N2 (at 660 Torr pressure , local
atmospheric pressure) and 13-mm diameter KBr pellets. The pure

XBr pellet in the first chamber balances the absorotion of the
particulate-holding XBr-mixture host pellet in the second. chamber.

Absorption by the windows , pellets, and particulate sample result
in energy transfers to the N2 gas. This raises the temperature

and pressure of the gas in each chamber, resulting in a net par-
ticulate sample contribution measurable with the capacitance man-
ometer differential sensing head . Through proper design, unwanted

absorption effects can be made to approximately cancel, leaving
the particulate absorption signal by itself as the only observed
result. An offset signal can occur in systems withot~ a.ntire—

flection coated or Brewster-angle components. However, such off-
set signals are normally small and are caused by less power reach-
ing the back chamber due to losses at all earlier air—to—solid

surfaces. The leak—valve In Fig. I Is set ( very nearly closed) so

that it nearly isolates both chambers from each other during the

test time period and yet maintains steadystate pressure equili-

brium other-wise.

The capacitance manometer head in Pig. 1 senses pressure dif-
ferences between the two chambers by using the changing capacitance
of a thin stressed metallic membrane as part of an electrode sys-
tem. The total range of the head is 0—1 Torr . The associated

3
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•l.ctronics has multiple ranges with the most sensitive being
0.001 Torr full scale.

The pressed KBr pellet spectroscopic extinction technique is
a qualitative measurement method that is well known and most use-
ful In the infrared~’

2 The transmission spectrum of the d is’k con-
taining atmospheric dust or other particulate sample is an atten-
uation spectrum of the sample, since both absorption and scattering
are involved. However, in the Infrared where the radiation wave-
length is large compared to the particle size of atmospheric dust,
absorption can be the dominant attenuation mechanism that varies

with wavelength. The spectrum can then be thought of as a qual-

itative representation of the wavelength dependence of the absorp-

tion coefficient . In the visible, the pressed pellet method is

not as useful because the part icles are not small compared to vis-
ible wavelengths. Scattering can then become the dominant atten-
uating mechanism in the pellet , and the spectrum is no longer a
representation of the absorption coefficient. Additionally, some—

what dense samples have to be used in both the visible and infra-

red wavelength regions since appreciable losses must take plafle

to be accurately measured in a straight transmission measurement.

In comparison, since spectrophones are so sensitive, very dilute
pellet sample mixtures can be used to measure absorption losses
of atmospheric dust mixed into the K3r pellet shown in the back
chamber in Fig. 1. Experimental tests have proven this to be true

with samples as small as 1O - ~ grams of dust resulting in absorp-
tion signal-to-noise ratios of greater than 10. This rec~uires the
use of a sensitive analytical balance; otherwise, standard mixing
and pressing techniques are followed in forming the sample pellet.

Energy that is absorbed by the atmospheric dust mixture In-
side the KBr pellet transfers from the dust particles to the XBr

27
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host pellet material and thence to the N2 gaseous medium. The
epectrophone absorption test equilibrium time constant (source
beam on) is from 15 to 60 seconds depending on the size of the

KBr pellets and the leak—valve setting. Any unwanted scattered

energy interacts with the system in a different manner than the
absorbed energy. First of all , it is desired to allow as much
as possible of the scattered energy to escape from the spectro—
phone chambers , thereby not contributIng to the test signal.

Therefore , the particulate spectrovhone in Fig. 1 is construc-
ted as short and wide as conveniently possible. Secondly, any
scattered energy that strikes a highly reflecting spectrophone

chamber wall will be primarily reflected through perhaps ~t worst

a number of reflections out of the system. Thirdly, any scat-
tered energy that does get absorbed In the walls of the spectro—
phone chambers does riot efficiently re—enter the 

~2 
gaseous me-

dium and therefore does not make an appreciable signal contri-

bution . The results of a number of scattered energy tests show

that scattered energy contribution to a developed spectrophone

signal is down by a factor of 200 or more compared to absorbed

energy.
Due to the long heat transfer tIme constants of the KBr pel—

let , chopping rates using rotating choppers proved to be too high, —

even at 0.5 Hz. Therefore, a si~,le off—on—off manual blade ro-

tation test procedure is used with an on—time of about 20 seconds

f c c  250 mg pellets. The leak—valve must be very nearly closed
for satisfactory operation with such a long time constant. In

fact , system operation is feasible without any leak—valve at all
between the front and back chambers. However , much longer wait ing
periods are required between tests and the test on—time is increas—
ed to the several minute region before equilibrium occurs. The
presence of a leak—valve materially aids the test procedure since
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t~ e pressures in the front and back chambers are then automat—

~~~lly equalized before test initiation, even in the presence of
small leaks or outgassing conditions. Once the leak-valve is
properly set , it can ’t be changed between sample and calibration
tests.

Typical test result curves of capacitance manometer output
signals are shown in Fig. 2. Curve A corresponds to the desired
leak-valve setting with the signal strength represented by the
level change occurring between the off and final equilibrium con-
ditions. Curve B corresponds to a more open leak-valve setting and

is somewhat less desirable since the maximum level change Is de-
pendent upon heat transfer rates.

CALIBRATION

Initial calibration tests have been performed using three

different approaches ; CO2 gas absorption, infrared extinction
measurements , and nichrome wire dissipation. Test calibration

results using the three methods agree within ±1()A at this early

stage.

The CO2 gas calibration procedure consists of u...ing a CO2
laser source and a known CO2 absorption line such as P(20) at

10.59 micrometers. A C02—N2 gas mixture is placed in the back

chamber while only N2 is Inserted in the front chamber at the same
total pressure. Pure KBr pellets are in both the front and back
chambers to keep both volum e and balance test conditions as sim-
ilar as possible to those encountered when making pellet-particulate

absorption tests. Between 150 and 200 Torr of CO2 is used due to
the short path length (about 1.5 cm) in the particulate spectrophone
beck chamber. The CO2 laser source is tuned to the P(20) 10.59
micrometer line center and chopp ed at about 0.25 Hz as compared to

6
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the approximate 0.05 Hz rate used for pellot—part4culate tests.
This faster on-off rate Is possible due to the shorter CO2 gas

absorption energy transfer rates. The presence of the 150-200

Torr CO2 pressure makes it necessary to include self—broadening

effects along with the N2 foreign—broadening. In addition, the
comparative thermal properties of CO2 and N2 must also be taken
into consideration because of their widely different magnitudes.

A calibration absorption sensItIvity figure of about 2100 t200

volt s per watt absorbed was obtained for the .03 capacitance
manometer scale and a leak—valve setting resulting In a 20 second

test period for a 250 mg pellet.

A second approach to calibrating the differential spectre—

phone involves use of a highly absorbing sample pellet mixture

such as acetylene soot in the 10 micrometer wavelength regIon.
Since scattering can be approximated as being negligible comnared

to soot absorption at these wavelengths, an ext inction test can
be compared to the spectrophone signal obtained by using the same
pellet. After pellet air—to—solid boundary reflection losses of

about ~~ are subtracted, the remaining loss due mostly to absorp-
tion can be equated to ~he spectrophone signal. The resulting

absorotion sensitivity figure of 2000 t200 V/W compares well wIth

the CO2 derived figure of 2100 V/tI. It should be noted that the

geometry of the calibration absorptIon region c~ndIticrs are some-

what different between the two methods. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising to see some difference between the two numbers.

The third approach to calibration uses a coil of nichrorne

wire placed in the back chamber. By measuring the resistance of
the coil , a known amount of energy can be dissipated and. the cor-
responding pressure change converted to a voltage signal by the
capacitance manometer. During the calibration tests , it was dis-
covered that where the coil Is positioned in the back chamber is

7
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an impor tant factor in the calibration results obtained. It was

also determined that the time constant of the wire itself is sub—

t~tant ially less than the pellet—chamber InteractIon. Therefore ,

the nichrome wire was wound In a flat coil geometry and placed in

the pellet position In the back chamber. Absorption sensitivity

calibration numbers of about 1900 t200 v/w were obtained. This

is in good agreement with the CO2 and Infrared extinction calibra-

tion method results.

EXPERIMENTA L PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

General
Preliminary results have been obtained at three different

laser wavelengths; 1.06, 9.6, and 10.6 micrometers. Samples

tested include atmospheric dust, quartz, and acetylene soot. The

quartz and soot samples were chosen for their widely varying ab-
sorption properties between the three wavelengths and the fact

that some absorption data is available using other methods.

Table I lists the absorption indexes as measured. It is

estimated that the results contain a t2~~ uncertainty which is

expected to be improved using newer laser sources and a thermally

shielded capacitance manometer system.

All of the tests were run using a laser power input to the
calibrated power meter of 200 milliwatts. The sample mixture pel-
let is placed in the back chamber so that it is as close as possi-
ble to the power meter. The meter readings are then corrected to

correspond as closely as possible to the power level at the pellet

which is separated from the power meter by the back NaC1 window.

Alternatively, the back NaCl window can be temporarily removed for
more power measurement accuracy if necessary.

-
. 8
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Lambcrt ’s law is used to calculate the absorption numbers from
the experimental test data. Particle size (with respect to wave-

length) appears to be an important parameter due to its possible

eftect on absorption per unit mass of sample. However, in these
early tests we have assumed that all samples have been properly
prepared such that particle size is less than the test wavelengths

used. Later on, the pellet-spectrophone method may be very val-

uable in determining the extent of size-absorption effects, Lam—

bert ’s law is given by

i — i0e~~~~ C (1)

whore x is the distance in centimeters, c~ Is the mass absorption

coefficient in units of cm2/g, and P is the particulate mass den-

sity. It is used in calculating oc or k —~~P from the test re-

sults. Absorption data can also be expressed in terms of the

imaginary part of the complex refractive index, n’. Appropriate

parameters are 2

xi ’ imaginary uart of the complex refractive index.
absorption index.

k —°(P lcrr n’ r.bsorption coefficient.
>..

— mass absorption index.

k/P mass absorption coefficient.

> ‘  wavelength.

Rearrangement of Eq. 1 results in 
-

• 
e~~~~~— 1 — W  /1 (2)&bs o

where Wabs is the absorbed power. For these tests, 10 is obtained

from the power meter reading by adding on the power lost at the

had back window surfaces and the power lost in the pellet. Pellet

9
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Pellet losses includ e both KBr host pellet surface reflections
and Wabs • Normally, Webs is quite small and can be neglected in
determining I~ . However , it still must be known for use in Eq. 2
and is determin ed by dividing the test signal in volts by the
system absorption sensitivity parameter of 2000 V/W on the .03
capacitance nanometer scale. The 2000 v/w figure is an average
of the three calibration methods. The equivalent sample thick-

ness x can be found by calculating the particulate volume per
pellet and dividing by the pellet cross—sectional area. If P

is known, k or xi ’ can be determined from the test results. If

is not known, kA) or n ’/P orc( can be found.

Scatter 1n~ Extinction Tests

Equation 1 as stated and used concerns absorption losses
only . However , scattering extinction effects can be important
end even dominant in shorter wavelength regicns. One of the main
purposes of the 1.06 micrometer wavelength quartz test listed in

Table I was to attempt verification of spectrophone separat

of scattering and absorption losses. It was not expected th~
much , if any, spectrophone absorption signal would be observed,
since quartz has a negligible absorption coefficient at this wave—
length. However, some scattering is known to occur and if the

spectrophone is at all sensitive to scattered energy , some signal
should develop. No signal was detected, verifying at least some
insensitivity to scattering losses.

Further eff orts at determining a scattering sensitivity fac-
tor , as compared to absorption, consisted of applying a controlled
density of 15-25 micron diameter nonabsorbing glass bead spheres
on one surface of a KBr pellet. The pellet was then placed in the
beck chamber of the speotrophone and irradiated with a Nd sYAG
laser source at 1.06 micrometer:, A developed spectropho ne signal

33
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of 0.96 volts was measured. This was followed by an extinction
test with the back NaC l window removed and the bead covered pel-
let placed alternately In and out of the beam. After normal KBr
reflection lo ses were subtracted, an attenuation loss of 105 nil—

liwatts remained under the same power level condItions that the
spectrophone test was run at. The ratio of 0.96 volts to 105

mifliwatts scattering loss is cquivalent to a scattering sensi-
tivity of 9.1 V/W. Since the absorption sensitivIty, as discussed

earlier , is about 2000 v/W, the spectrophone system ratio of ab-
sorption to scattering response is somewhat greater than 200.
This ensures practical operation down into the shorter wavelength
regions. It also appearn that this ratio of 200 may be improved
by further design modificat ions if necessary .

Absori,tlon_Test Results

The atmospheric dust test sample was collected in Tel Aviv,
Israel. Spectrophone sample pellets weighing 250 mg and contain-
ing 2.9 x 10~~ g dust/pellet were made from a mixture containing
8.39372 g KBr and 0.00097 g dust. Test signals of from 2-12 volts
were obtained depending on which of the three source wavelengths

were used. We have cot~.pared our spectrophone results at 1.06 micro—

meters with that obtained using previously reported diffuse re-

flectance methods~’
4 on part of the same parent sample. Some dif-

ference can be noted in Table I. Agreement at 9.6 and 10.6 micro-

meters is good compared with data recently publIshed by Fischer7,

even though his sample was collected at an entirely different lo-
cation in Iainz, Germany.

For quartz absorption tests, sample pellets weighing 250 mg
and containing 3.6 x 10~~ g quartz/pellet were made from a mixture
of 6.8689~ g KBr and 0.00100 g finely ground quartz. Measured sig-
nal levels were in the 2—10 volt range for the 9.6 and 10.6

11
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mi crometer wavelengths . As stated previously, no absorption sig-
nal was observed at 1.06 micrometers. Reasonably good agreement

with Peterson and Weinman12 exists at 9.6 ~nd 10.6 micrometers .
The third material tested at the three laser wavelengths

was a mixture of KBr and acetylene soot. Due to its strong ab-

sorption properties, a beginning mixture of 12.07537 g KBr and
0.00163 g acetylene soot was further diluted until only 3.3 x 1O~~ g

of soot/pellet was obtained. A comparison of the data in Table I

with that of Foster and Howartht3 reveals good agreement at 1.06
and 9.6 micrometers.

CC~CLt1S) o~:s

This work shows that a spectrophone device can be constructed
,~nich is at least 200 times more sensitive to absorbed energy than

scattered energy in measurement of the imaginary refractive index

of an atmospheric dust sample. Application of this device to sam—

pies of powdered quartz shows that it gives good agreement with

known values of the imaginary index. This occurs both In the 10
micremeter reg~cn vher, c~uartz Is a. ~trc~g abs~~~~r ar.-i, at 1.06
micrometers where quartz does not absorb significantly, eve n though
attenuation in powdered quartz a.t 1.06 is high due to scattering.

The speetrophone method , when applied to atmospheric dust samples,
also agrees reasonably well with measurements made by two other
methods. Measurements made on carbon part id es are also in agree-
ment with other researchers . In addition , it is shown that the
spectrophone measurement can be made on very small quantities of
sample. This Is a feature of considerable importance for study

of atmospheric dust where long collection times are required to

acquire even small quantities of sample. Considering the in-
heren t flexibility ‘iven by the fact tha t the signal obtained from

12
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a pellet spectropho ne is independent of wavelength , we now have
a. device that permits measurements at different ultraviolet,

visible , or infrared wavelengths to be directly compared. Be-
cause of these rather desirable ch~.ra cteri stics , it appears tha t
the KBr pellet spectrophone is a. device worth developing fur-
ther.

13
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TABLE 1. Absorption Index of Atmospheric Dust, Quartz, and Soot

Particulate Spectrophonea Other Methodb
Matter >(s.im) n’ ii ’

Atmospheric Dust 1.06 0.036 0.023 Unpublished data~ ’4
(Assumed P 2.4) 

9.6 0.290 0.286 Fischer7

10.6 0.135 0.145 Fischer7

Quartz 1.06 Negligible <io~ Peterson & Weinman ’2
(P 2.66) 9.6 0.325 0.283 Peterson & Weirinan 12

10.6 0.051 0.034 Peterson & Weinman12

Acetylene Soot 1.06 0.586 0•65C Poster & Howarth~~(Assumed P 1.7) 9.6 0.733 0.9Cf Foster & Howarth~
3

10.6
_ — ~~~ 0.732

a Mean values of tests.
b Interpolated data.
o Compared with natural gas soot.

- 14
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Flowinp~ Spectrophone Feasibiltt~y Tests

In—situ atmospherit particulate absorption coefficient tests are

really the desired end result of past and future research efforts. There-

fore, first feasibility tests were run in an attempt to develop a flowing
spectrophone system. A thin-walled copper tube was used as a barrier be-

tween the absorption medium and the capacitance manometer measuring system.
This effort was made to determine if there was any possibility of using
an indirect approach wherein a part of the absorption energy could be
transferred to the capacitance manometer through a pressure change bar-
rier. The first results were extremely encouraging until It was dis-
covered that s small leak existed through the copper wall and that this
leak was responsible for much of the signal first observed . However , iater
tests have shown that a signal can be transmitted , although a heat iso-
lation section is needed In series with the leak valve. A better approach
would appear to be a method using membrane filters in the sensing head
lines . This wou ld protect the head from contamination and still prov ide

direct pressure change capability. This approach wi ll be given further

effort whenever possible in the future.

• Conclusions and Recommendations
Even though extra effort was placed in Task II a.t the expense of Task I ,

much more work remains to be done, This is very much due to the importance
of the pellet—spectrophone approach to determining atmospheric particulate
absorption coefficients. It is highly recommended that extensive efforts
be placed in the continuation of the development of this device. Specific

items needing further work are calibration, minimization of scattering
eff ects, geometry, ultimate sensitivity, and particle size effects. For—

tunate]y, none of these areas appear to be a major limiting factor. Other

spectrophone system modifications should also be investigated.
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